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ECE 3040 Microelectronic Circuits 

Exam 1 


September 23, 2009 


Dr. W. Alan Doolittle 


Print your name clearly and largely: 

Instructions: 
Read all the problems carefully and thoroughly before you begin working. You are allowed 
to use 1 sheet ofnotes (1 page front and back) as well as a calculator. There are 100 total 
points. Observe the point value of each problem and allocate your time accordingly. SHOW 
ALL WORK AND CIRCLE YOUR FINAL ANSWER WITH THE PROPER UNITS 
INDICATED. Write legibly. If! cannot read it, it will be considered a wrong answer. Do 
all work on the paper provided. Tum in all scratch paper, even if it did not lead to an answer. 
Report any and all ethics violations to the instructor. Good luck! 

Sign your name on ONE ofthe two following cases: 

I DID NOT observe any ethical violations during this exam: 

I observed an ethical violation during this exam: 



First 33% Multiple Choice and TrueIFalse 

(Circle the letter of the most correct answer or answers) 


3.) (3-points True r False: f(E=Er) is the fermi distribution function evaluated at the Fermi energy. 

1.) (3-points) True 0 False: ue to their completely disordered arrangement of atoms, amorphous 
materials are only for things like insulators and are never used for semiconductor devices. 

2.) (3-points) True 0 alse: Atoms with large chemical bond strengths usually result in small 

energyb~ 
It indicates at at all temperatures greater than 0 Kelvin, an equal likelihood of having filled and 
empty states provided there are actually states at that energy. 

4.) (3-points) True o~~ Ino.33Gao.44No.23 is a valid semiconductor formula in standard 
semiconductor nota Ion. 

5.) 	(3-points)(f~)f False: The law of mass action describes the interplay of electrons being 
created a~~pense of holes (and vise versa) but is only valid in equilibrium. 

6.) (3-points Tru r False: The density of states predicts more states at energies far away from the 
energy ba~ap edge (E=Eg). 

7.) (3-points Tru or False: Auger recombination involves three particles like two electrons and 
one hole an results in an annihilated hole, annihilated electron and an electron with higher 
kinetic energy. 

Select the best answer or answer! for 8-10: 
8.) (4-points) Partial Ionization ... . . .. always predicts approximately the same results as total ionization. 

b.) ... predicts approximately the same results as total ionization for low doping cases 
. ... still requires charge neutrality to be maintained. 
. .. predicts more free carriers if the dopant energies are close to the band edges. 

e. 	 ... should never be covered at Ga Tech because the math is too hard! t
 
9,)~-pointS) Select all of the following that are true. 

a.) The material is in equilibrium Ec 

.) The material is in steady state non-equilibrium 


c: ~~: ::!:~:~ ~:: :~~i:!f~:;\~~Ping EFFN=Fp ..................... .................................. 

e.) 	The material has a non-zero electric field everywhere Ev ___ ~. The material has zero electric field everywhere 
~The material clearly has a net current flow 
~The material clearly has no net current flow 

10.) (4-points) The following energy band diagram indicates the material is: 
~ In equilibrium 
~Degenerate and n-type 

c.) Degenerate and p-type 
d.) Non-degenerate n-type Ec

--  - - - - - -  - - ·EFFN.............................. 

a: Non-degenerate p-type 
f. In low level injection 
g.) In high level injection 
h.) In steady state 

Ei ---  --- ----

Ev+ --- - - - -  ·Fp 

http:Ino.33Gao.44No.23


Second 17% Short Answer ("Plug and Chug"): 
For the following problems (11-12) use the following material parameters and assuming total 
ionization: 

ni=le+14 cm-3 ND=2e16 cm-3 donors NA=ie16 cm-3 acceptors mp·=O.SSmo mn*=0.36mo 
EG=0.66 eV Electron mobility, Iln = 2200 cm2Nsec Hole mobility, IIp = 500 cm2Nsec 
Temperature=27 degrees C 

11.)(7-points) Where is the fermi energy (relative to the valence band which is referenced to zero 
energy)? 

Note: Since I did not use a ni that is correct (i.e. does not match the values of mp* and mn* there are 
actually 3 acceptable answers instead of 1 depending on the choice of equations. Regardless of 
equation used, you MUST recognize that there are both acceptors and donors present so you must use 
the equation: 

N+D N- A N+ D - N- A + n2 =1e16cm-3 n -----+ 
2 

I2 

Then the law of mass action: 

p = =1e12cm-3 

n 
Noting that Nv=2.S1 x 1019 (0.SSmclmo)3/2 =1.02x 1019 cm-3 or N c=2.S1 xl 019 (0.36mclmo)312 =S.4x1018 

cm-3 at 300 K. 

Problem as posed ni= 1.00E+14 cm-3 

(:D4 

Ei= 0.H8233 eV 

(ErEj )lkTn-ne 
1 

Ef= 0.4575 eV 

(E,-Ef)lkT
P = I1t e 

Ef= 0.4575 eV 

11 
N (ErEc)/kT 

ce 

Ef-Ec= -0.16305 eV 

Ef= 0.496948 eV 

N (E.-E,)/kT 
p- v e 

Ef-Ev= 0.4181 eV 



If! had used the correct ni=2.8e13 cm-3
, then there would only be one answer. 

Problem with Correct ni n = IN N e-EG/2kT 
1 1 c v 

Ili= 2.1&E+13 cm-3 

Ei 

Ei= 

Ee +E. 3tTm[m~)
2 4 m~ 

0.338233 eV 

(ErEJlkT 
n - llte 

Ef= 0.4969 eV 

(E;-Ef)/ Kl'
P = nte 

Ef= 0.4969 eV 

N (ErE.)/kT
1l ce 

Ef-Ec= -0.15305 eV 

Ef= 0.496945 eV 

N" (E.-EJ)/kTp = 1 ve 

Ef-Ev= 0.4969 eV 

12.) (lO-points) A 6um X 6 urn X Imm rectangular semiconductor resistor is made from the 
semiconductor from problem 11. It is biased on two opposing sides (longest dimension) with 9 
volts. Determine both the electron and hole current density and currents flowing in the device. 

A (6e -Lt) ~ ~ q~a 3,6"12 (Ct~~w~~~ 
L:::. 0, k"'" 

(. .tIl'" 

S Icc-{ro;-,.5':...-
T	h ~ o-A~] -=t~~?1, (qV/o,{c~1 


-:. ~,Ge -ttt)(J d- CiO Gh~/v-5)Ue IbC~-))~O vlc..j 


, I hi S A-/c~ 1 orI=Jt4) h :::. 

I~ :: 1I £.t-.M A 
\ 

kc {e5 " 
..:----

;Jf-"OuJf:]:z (,6,,-1'1 (§Od) ctel;l){rO) 
)1' ~ 0,007:1 41e,"" ~ {7--;:Wj 

Tn ~ ~ (S1 f\ Ifl



13.) (17-points total) The material in problems 11(.is exposed to a laser light that generates ~ 5'1ea.J7 §H;pTe 

2e 16 cm-3 extra minority carriers. 

a) (5 points) Is this low level or high level injection? 

~~=:LJf- ?"el{ c~-3 > I'\l) ===/ H~h I~ve( ,fnjcd' 
~ 

b) (12 points) Draw the 1 dimensional energy band diagram showing the placement of both 

the quasi-fermi levels (numeric answer). rF... - f.t) 1/ T


f\ -= h. ,l. '14-
~ --~~~------~ 

Yl:= l € Ib C-M-;;,JP1c;,"'>.= (ett-e -t(f~-E./J~7 Ie (E2- Pf)/J-T
f::: h~e 

-1P""~/ F -E' _ ,. /J / Ie /' + :2e t{, ~ 
h ...t _ hrT 1th <---. \ e 11" ") 

-=- cJ, fLt-77 e V 

Ei - Fp == ~Th (i.e 1:1. + :lelG' \ 


lel't "") 

::. 6,137 e V 
Fe 

-1~7:V-- FtJ 
.-. I

I:::..t- C/,'{-SbeV

-f'\~ - f - - Ffj' _ D,;).OIeV' 
Ell'" 

£ ..(' -::: §. + ?i:I 11 0/ \ ;= (),(,6eV +~lO,OJ."fev)h (~ 
?. I+ ~ L~n)f) 

-" C1,33$eV~ 

http:5'1ea.J7


Pulling all the concepts together for a 

useful purpose: 


Ignore anything 
here14.) (33-points) 
~NOTE: Do not panic! I am not asking you 


to analyze an entire diode, only one side 

(one "quasi neutral region") which is 
 / 	 /
simply a slab of semiconductor material 

Metal Beginning of diode 
just like all other problems described in side junction (depletion 

class/old exams/homework. 	 region} atx=Q 

A 300 urn length of silicon (the length of < 'l
the region you are asked to analyze, 300um x=o 
ignoring all other layers) is to be used as a 

J Sia1e solar cell at Clemson University. The 
'-J -tea Y silicon is doped p-type with an acceptor concentration of 1 e 15 cm-3 and has a minority carrier 
~ '!Jf'.~-; tJ lifetime, of 200e-6 seconds. The sun has been shinin uniforml n the entire semiconductor" 
V ~ ... for days and the light is uniformly absorbed, generating 5e17 . 

). 	 cm3 per second. e of the device, x=O (the junction side), has an excess electron 
concentration 0 -. Unfortunately, the Clemson student puts metal directly on the C1L
other en 0 t e semiconductor (not a good design). Since only majority carriers are passed 
by an ohmic metal contact (resistor), all excess minority carriers recombine at this point 

c.r.,{)C~O) (x=300 urn) making the excess minority carrier concentration 0 cm-3 at the metal end. If the 
Ii, ,; semiconductor is held at room temperature (27 degrees C), determine the minority carrier \ e \"1 t Wl 

diffusion current density at all positions in the semiconductor (300 urn ~ x > 0 urn). Assume 
a minority carrier mobility of 100 cm2Nsec and the intrinsic concentration is lelOcm-3

. 
t /J ( II! 

~ (,()(rec..'t' I'" 5'i-v...pe",'t VC'('5,<!!'" 9d to( (J11-'d"'t) t:t~ (f)" 9~M,e ~ 

( d 2b.n b.n 
Given: O=D p---p General Solution is: b.np(x)=Ae-iL + Be+/'Ln

Il 
dx 2 

T 

d 2b.n p b.np +x/ 
Given: O=DIl 2 --+GL General Solution is: An p (x) = Ae +Be /L" +G

L
T 

n
dx Tn 

d 
Given: O=DIl dx 2 General Solution is: Anp(x)= A + Bx 

d 2 An 
Given: O=D" "P +GL General Solution is: Anp(x)=Ax2 +Bx+C 

2 

d An 	 [ G 1Given: O=D" / +Gwf(x) General Solutionis: Anp(x)= -~ JJf(x)dx +Bx+C 
dx DN 

db.n An 	 -;:
Given: --p = --_P 	 General Solution is: An (t) = I1np (t = O)e rn 

dt T 	 p 
n 

~ 




